
true friends
Daniel and His Friends Lesson 4 1 Corinthians 16:13
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Goals
The child will...
• Hear that there are people who will stand up for what is right.
• Understand that it is easier to do right when others are doing right too.
• Choose to make Jesus his Lord and ask for forgiveness of sin.
• Choose to be the kind of friend that stands up for what is right.

Reminders
Review the Fruit of the Spirit and point out the way that friends should show kindness, love, 
peacefulness, and joy in relationships.

Supporting Doctrines
For supporting doctrines see Novo’s Statement of Faith at novoministries.org/statement-of-faith.

Power Phrase
True friends help each other to do right!

Memory Verse
1 Corinthians 16:13, “Watch, stand fast in the faith, be brave, be strong.”

Acknowledgements
We want to express our gratitude to the volunteers who contributed ideas toward the development 
of this lesson: Joni Brown and Roddrick Dugger. All of our contributors work with the children of 
Oklahoma City’s inner city. Thank you for the time you have invested in the children.
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Daniel and His Friends
Bible Story

Recommended Visuals
• flashcard visuals
Supplies
• Bible, props (crown, plates of food)
Captivate #1 - Props!
• Use different items to help you tell the story. You could use things like a crown for the king; 

different plates with food on them.
Captivate #2 - Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down!
• Stop at different points during the story and ask the children a question that has a “yes” or “no” 

answer. Ask them to show their answer by putting their thumbs up for “yes” and their thumbs 
down for “no.”

Background
• There once was a king named Nebuchadnezzar; he was the king of Babylon. He invaded the 

country of Judah and overtook the kingdom. When he invaded the country, he commanded the 
men to take over the country and to bring some of the youths from the nobility and the royal 
family. Four of those young men were named Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. You 
might know Daniel’s friends by other names. The king gave them new names when they came 
to Babylon. He renamed them Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego.

Story
• Retell the story from Daniel 1.
• See story script.
Conclusion
• At the end of ten days, something amazing happened. The guards compared Daniel and his 

friends to the people who had been eating the food that the king had assigned, and Daniel and 
his friends were much more healthy than the others! The guards decided that they could eat 
what they had asked for! 

• God helped the boys gain favor and he helped them to be able to learn quickly. God even gave 
Daniel the ability to interpret dreams and visions. Daniel and his friends were true friends to 
each other and they helped each other to do right.

✓

Testimony

• Share about a time when a friend helped you choose to do what was right and stood by you no 
matter what happened.

• Share about a time when you knew the right thing to do but it was difficult to do. What did you 
do? Did you ask anyone for help? What was the outcome?

✓
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Challenge

Recommended Visuals
• pictures of several styles of art*, Key Point visuals*, Power Phrase visual*, Memory Verse 

visual*
Supplies
• Bible
Introduction
• Before Large Group, choose two children and instruct the children to disagree with each other. 

At Large Group, select the two volunteers. Show them the art pictures and ask them for help in 
determining how to decorate your home. When the children don’t agree, thank them for their 
input and continue wondering about what you should do. 

• Sometimes it is hard to tell whom we should listen to when our friends seem to think something 
different! Think about when you have a really big problem. To whom should you listen?

Key Points
I should ask for advice from the right people!
• The first step is to ask advice from the right people. If you were trying to decide how to decorate 

or paint something, you would want to ask someone who had knowledge and experience in 
decorating. If you don’t like his work, why would you get his help on yours? In the same way, 
someone who always tries to honor God in what he does will give you better advice than 
someone who does not (Proverbs 12:15). Ask for advice from people with the same values as 
you.

I should find friends who do right!
• You might think, “I don’t know anyone who does the right thing!” Ask God for help to make 

friends with kids who don’t get into trouble and who love God. Spend time with people who are 
a positive influence; talk with them, be their friend, and learn from them. When you have a hard 
decision to make, those friends will be the ones that you can turn to for advice and that will help 
you make the right choices. 

• Sometimes you might be alone, and there really is no one that is a friend to you. Those are 
hard times, but God tells us He is the answer during those times. We can go to Him to be our 
Friend (John 15:15). When you believe on Jesus, you are starting a relationship with God. God 
will give us the strength and support to do the right thing, even in hard times.

✓
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Challenge (continued)

I should listen to friends that want me to do right!
• True friends stand beside you when you want to do right. True friends will tell you God’s truth, 

even when it is hard. Daniel’s friends chose to do right with him, even though it wasn’t easy to 
do. They were told to do something that meant they would disobey God’s Law. In 1 Corinthians 
16:13, God says to “Watch, stand fast in the faith, be brave, be strong.” When no other person 
is available to help you do right, you have to choose whether you will obey God on your own. 
For those of you who have believed on Jesus, the Holy Spirit is always with you and will help 
you. When you do have friends who serve God and they encourage you to do right, you should 
listen to them when they warn you that you are doing wrong.

Conclusion
• The support you have around you, both from God the Holy Spirit and other people, will make 

the difference between living for God and living for yourself.
• Invite the unsaved child to begin his relationship with God by believing on Jesus (Romans 

10:13).
• Challenge the saved child to surround himself with good friends (1 Corinthians 15:33).
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Right & Wrong
Arriving Activity

Supplies
• paper, pencils, two containers labeled “right” and “wrong”
Instructions and Application
• As the children arrive, have them write down situations they face where they have to decide if it 

is a right choice or wrong choice to make. Ask them how they decide if it is right or wrong. 
Explain that if we have asked Jesus to be the Lord of our life, then we have to ask ourselves 
“Does this choice honor God?” If our choice honors God, then it is the right choice. 

• Have the children read the situation on their paper and say whether it is a right or wrong choice 
and why. Then they can crumple up the paper and try to throw it in the container. If they miss, 
have them try again, but this time have a person holding the container so they can help them 
get it in. Ask them if it made it easier to have someone help you. Ask what would happen if their 
friend kept moving the container out of the way. Would it make it more difficult to get the paper 
in the container? Having friends that also want to honor God in all they do will make it easier for 
you to make the right decisions.

Note · Comment

✓
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Promises
Gospel Presentation

Visuals
• list of different promises of God*, “What’s Your Choice?” and “What to Do Now?” Foundational 

Gospel Truths visuals*
Instructions and Application
• Ask the children to tell you who God is. Have them tell some things they know about God. Talk 

about how God promises to always be with His children (Hebrews 13:5b-6). Explain how 
someone becomes a child of God. Explain that when someone believes on Jesus, he will still 
make mistakes, but one of God’s promises to His children is that He will send the Helper, the 
Holy Spirit, to be with them and help them to do what is right and to follow Him (John 14:26).

Discussion
• Older Team: Have the team look up 1 John 1:9 and talk about what it means to confess our sins 

to God. Allow them to ask any questions about what it means to follow Jesus.
• Younger Team: Have the team personalize the verses Hebrews 13:5b-6 by using their fingers to 

count out the words, and remind them that these are God’s promises to those who choose to 
follow Him.

• Quiet Team: Give each of the children a piece of paper and allow them to write down their 
favorite promise from God. Have them write or draw pictures of the ways they see the promises 
in the Bible stories they have heard.

• Active Team: Have the team create hand motions to Hebrews 13:5b-6 and allow them to 
“perform” the motions for the you or another volunteer.

Note · Comment

✓
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Bullies
Memory Verse

Visuals
• pictures of bullies/kids fighting*, Memory Verse visual*
Supplies
• 1 Corinthians 16:13 worksheet (one per child)*, poster board, writing tools, coloring tools

A.G.A.I.N. acrostic 
A — ATTENTION GRABBER
Ask the children what a bully is. Explain that the easy thing to do is bully people and to be rude to 
them. Explain that it’s also really easy to go along with bullies and to not stand up to them, but we 
should stand up for what is right even when it is hard. We can help others do right as well. True 
friends will help each other stand up for and do what is right. 

G — GOD’S WORD
1 Corinthians 16:13, “Watch, stand fast in the faith, be brave, be strong.”

A — AWARENESS

I — IN THEIR LIVES
! unsaved child (questions to ask an unsaved child)

! saved child (questions to ask a saved child)

N — NUMBER OF TIMES

Memorization Activity
Play Guess Who. Pick one child to leave the group. As the child stands with his back to the group, 
have the children quote the verse. Choose one word during the verse that a predetermined child 
will say in a funny voice. The first child will guess who said the word in a funny voice.

✓
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Bullies (continued) 
Discussion
• Older Team: Ask the team if they think it is always easy to choose to do right. Ask them what 

kind of qualities they should look for in a friend who would help them to do right.
• Younger Team: Give an example of a decision you have to make and the right choice will not be 

easy. Have the team act out all the ways that they could help you make the right choice. 
• Quiet Team: Give each of the children a 1 Corinthians 16:13 worksheet and allow them to write 

or draw pictures that explain the verse. An example would be replacing the word watch with a 
picture of a watch or an eye; and the word strong with a muscle arm.

• Active Team: Have them write the Power Phrase on a posterboard, and then have them 
decorate the posterboard with ideas of how they can help each other to do right. 

Note · Comment

Flashback
Review Questions

Supplies
• sheet of review questions with storyboard boxes to write or draw the story (one per child)*
Large Group Review Questions
• What was the name of the king who invaded Judah? (King Nebuchadnezzar)
• What were the names of the four young men? (Daniel, Hananiah or Shadrach, Mishael or 

Meshach, Azariah or Abed-nego) 
• What happened when the young men arrived in Babylon? (The king assigned them certain 

foods to eat and drink.)
• Why would Daniel and his friends not eat them? (Because they would have been breaking 

God’s Law)
• Why was the guard afraid to give Daniel and his friends what they asked for? (He was afraid 

that they would not be in as good of condition as the other people.)
• How long was the test to see if the young men could eat what they asked for? (10 days)
• What happened at the end of ten days? (The boys were in better condition than anyone else!)
Discussion Questions
• Is it always easy to do right? Why or why not?
• How can you help your friends to do right?

Note · Comment

✓
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Shield of Faith
Craft

Supplies
• 10 small square sheets of foil per child, glue sticks, a paper plate per child (thicker kind), 

coloring utensils, one straw per child, masking tape, sample craft, Bible
Instructions and Application
• Read Ephesians 6:16 to the children. Share with them that to be brave and strong they have to 

decide they are going to put their faith in God. You will need to ask God to give you faith. Faith 
is putting your complete trust in God. God describes faith like a shield that protects you. Make 
shields to remind you to be brave, strong, and to keep your faith in God. First, allow them to 
color their plates if they don’t want their shield to be white. Then, give them small square sheets 
of foil and let them glue the pieces onto the plate. They should glue the pieces onto the front 
side of the plate, in the shape of a cross. Once they are done, have them flip the plate over. 
Give them their straw, and instruct them to bend the ends of the straw, and use masking tape to 
attach the bent part of the straw to the back side of the plate. The ends of the straw should 
almost meet each other. The straw will work as a handle for the shield once they tape it down. 

Note · Comment

✓
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What’s the Point?
Application Activities

Supplies
• red construction paper for paper hearts, piece of brown or green construction paper per child, 

scissors, glue, writing utensils, dominos or jenga pieces
Activity #1
• Have each of the children make a “tree” by tracing their forearm and hand on a sheet of paper 

and cutting it out. Make little heart shapes (or have ones already cut out), and glue the hearts 
on to the branches (fingers) of the tree as the leaves. On the hearts, have the children write 
names of people in their family, or their friends. Explain how we can help those around us do 
right with our actions and with our words. 

Activity #2
• Split the children into groups of 2 or 3. Have them build a tower together using dominos or 

jenga pieces. Each time they add to their tower, have them share with their group a way they 
could help someone they know do the right thing. Talk about how as they helped each other 
build a strong tower, they should help their friends be brave and strong and to do the right thing.

Note · Comment

Now What?
Additional Activities

supplies
• “Daniel’s Friends” Coloring Page*
• “Daniel’s Friends” Word Search*
• “Daniel’s Friends” Matching*
instructions and application
• These activities are to be used with your team as time fillers while reinforcing the lesson 

concepts. They can take these home each week or do them while they are listening to you 
teach during Small Group. These activities require little to no explanation and can be great for 
moments when you are transitioning or don’t have time to start another activity.

Note · Comment

✓
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